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VISION

“To impart quality technical education with ethical
values, employable skills and research to achieve

excellence”. 

MISSION

To attract and retain highly qualified, experienced &
committed faculty.

 To create relevant infrastructure. 

Network with industry & premier institutions to
encourage emergence of new ideas by providing
research & development facilities to strive for
academic excellence.

 To inculcate the professional & ethical values
among young students with employable skills &
knowledge acquired to transform the society
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VISION

“To achieve excellence in academics and
research in Electronics & Communication

Engineering to meet societal need”.

MISSION

To impart quality technical education with the
relevant technologies to produce industry ready
engineers with ethical values.

 To enrich experiential learning through active
involvement in professional clubs & societies.

 To promote industry-institute collaborations for
research & development.
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Message from the CEOMessage from the CEOMessage from the CEO   

Professional personality and character
develops through active participation in
professional bodies. This brings together the
knowledge imparted in the classroom and the
experiential learning that takes place through
field surveys and visits. Listening to
practitioners of technology expose the students
to new frontiers through seminars, conferences,
workshops etc., and help the academia to keep
abreast of all the developments in the field of
research being carried out in Universities, R&D of
industry and other organizations. This job of
connecting the students the world over is being
done by IEEE, that is an international
professional body that effectively connects all
the stakeholders.

The Student Chapter of IEEE at KSIT is a
very proactive one that is catering to the
learning needs of its’ members. It is
creating a wonderful platform that
provides many opportunities for the
students to have a real exposure and
holistic learning that makes them more
confident to take on the professional
challenges. Their dedication and
commitment to the cause of learning and
knowledge proliferation is commendable.
I would like to congratulate both WIE & IEEE
at KSIT for their active involvement and
enthusiasm in bringing out this 7th Volume
of IEEE magazine “MOMENTUM”. 

My best wishes to the wonderful editorial
team.

  - Dr K. V. A. Balaji,
     C E O,

     K S Group of Institution.



Message from theMessage from theMessage from the
PrincipalPrincipalPrincipal   

I Congratulate the IEEE student branch & WIE
affinity group of KSIT for all the technical
and non-technical events organized in the
college. The IEEE student branch at KSIT is
very active and has created platform for all
the IEEE members & participants to showcase
their talents. I am very Proud of WIE & IEEE
KSIT student branch for their active
involvement in releasing 7th Volume of IEEE
magazine “MOMENTUM”. I would like to
encourage the entire team to maintain their
standards high through their good work.

My Best wishes to the entire team.  

  - Dr. Dilip Kumar K 
      Principal & Director

      K. S. Institute of Technology



MessageMessageMessage      fromfromfrom         BranchBranchBranch
CounselorCounselorCounselor   

It is a tremendous responsibility and also a great honor
and privilege to serve the IEEE KSIT student branch as
Branch counselor. Every year, with much joy and
anticipation we celebrate the launch of IEEE
newsletter. IEEE is the world’s largest technical
professional organization dedicated to advancing
technology for the benefit of humanity.
At KSIT, IEEE student branch along with Wie (Women in
Engineering) affinity group and signal Processing society
is formed with the quest of achieving our technical and
professional goals with IEEE’s mission and vision. And
most importantly encourage our students to contribute
to real world problems. It was an honor to receive Best
small student branch award from Bangalore section in
the past.

As a branch counselor, I have witnessed the
student’s interest and enthusiasm to explore
the engineering world and to my opinion IEEE is
the best platform to guide and satisfy them.
Workshops in popular areas, marathon, IEEE day
celebrations with poster making, quiz and
Ideathon contests, webinars and a wide
spectrum of events reached IEEE members and
non-members. The student members of our
branch have done excellent job with highest
order of energy and interest. Hope to move on
with the same pace with more sharp edge
towards excellence and wider reach.
I heartily invite you all to extend your support
and join us in all the activities related to IEEE
at our KSIT student branch and contribute to
better humanity.
Wish you continued health and safety

JAYASUDHA B S K
Branch counselor, IEEE KSIT SB

Secretary, IEEE Signal Processing Society Bangalore
chapter

Execom member, Women in Engineering IEEE Bangalore
section

 



Message from studentMessage from studentMessage from student
chairchairchair   

When I first joined this college, I wasn't sure if I'd fit in. I
wasn't aware of the growth opportunities available
outside the classroom. I wasn't sure about my
capabilities. But soon, we were introduced to IEEE, and I
registered myself, not giving it too much thought. Little
did I know then that IEEE would play a very big role in my
college life and in my growth. 

At IEEE meetings and events, I met many more people and
with their warmth, I knew I'd somehow fit in here. IEEE was
also a medium for escape from then daunting classes and
the future but in retrospect, it served the very purpose
of becoming a better student and building a brighter
future. I was able to learn from the teachers, my
classmates and my seniors. I learnt that as a team no
task is huge and by cooperation everything is achievable.
From simply volunteering to becoming the chair, I learnt
lessons one can only learn beyond a classroom setting. 

I thank principal for his continuous support and
ouR beloved HOD for ensuring we got everything
and beyond needed for all the events. I'd also
like to thank my seniors for being my guide,
Execom members for being a supportive team and
all students for their participation. 

As I graduate, I'd encourage all of you take part
in IEEE and any activities beyond the classroom.
It might sound daunting, tiring and maybe even
unnecessary but by the end of the four years,
I'm sure you'd take with you lot of learnings and
happy memories, as I do. 

- Rithvik Prabhakar

-- Rithvik Prabhakar, 
     ieee sb, chair  



About the studentAbout the studentAbout the student
branchbranchbranch   
T h e IE E E S t u d e n t B r a n c h w a s inaugurated in
KSIT in the year 2002. The branch aspires to enrich the
students of KSIT with the latest developments in various
fields of technology and research developments. IEEE
KSIT SB along with its WIE Entity and IEEE KSIT SPS
conduct various technical and semi-technical events to
ensure that the students' competency levels are
enhanced to meet the required standards in today's
industry. IEEE KSIT strives to invigorate the experience of
organization and participation in the students through
events that are conducted through the year.
INNOVACEEEA is the Mega event conducted by the
student branch having participants from various colleges.
IEEE KSIT along with its WIE Entity conducted a 5K
MARATHON with the theme "We Run, You Learn" in the
year 2019 which had 200 plus participants. The SB also
conducted an online programming challenge in the year
2020 "CODE\n WIN 1.0" which had about 500
participants 



EVENTS
IEEE DAY CELEBRATION - 2021

All the newbies of the IEEE Execom gathered for the first
meeting on 5th October 2021, which was graced by Dr. P N
Sudha, Professor and Head, Department of Electronics and
Communication Engineering. This occasion was presided by 
 Jayasudha BsK, Assistant Professor, ECE and the
lecturers of the ECE department. Dr. P N Sudha, Professor
and Head, ECE, KSIT addressed the members of the IEEE
Execom, focusing on the roles and conduct of being a part
of the Execom. She also appreciated the IEEE Execom
members for making it be an active part of the
Organization and standing up to take up the responsibility
to keep up the integrity of IEEE, KSIT. Dr. Jayasudha B K,
Assistant Professor, ECE, KSIT acknowledged all the
post holders of IEEE Execom. Following this, on the
occasion the first gathering of the Execom, with the
graceful presence of all the Execom members and faculty
members, the celebration was done by cutting the cake to
the new beginnings.



IEEE DAY CELEBRATION - 2021
IEEE DAY QUEST

FANDOM QUIZ
The IEEE day QUEST EVENT 1 of IEEE KSIT was held on 23rd

October 2021. 
 Jayasudha B S K, Assistant Professor, ECE, KSIT

welcomed all the participants.
 

it was a group of 3 ,where they were given
questions to answer , regarding of our fandom
towards basic genre in these current days.



IEEE DAY CELEBRATION - 2021
IEEE DAY QUEST

SALES PITCH 

The IEEE day QUEST EVENT 2 of IEEE KSIT was held on 23rd October
2021 . Qualified 10 teams from event 1 were participating in EVENT 2
which was SALES PITCH .The main concept of this event was a topic
would be given to the teams on which they had to present a use
case and a skit in 2+3 minutes and 5 minutes preparation time. 

The 10 teams qualified from first event were given topics one after another taking
care of preparation time for everyone were equal.This event was judged by
Charan Yellanki, Alumni, Ex-Chair, IEEE, KSIT .The teams did great job in the given
time .The event went for about an hour from 11:45am-12:45pm. The 2 teams who
performed best were selected for the 3rd and final event. 



IEEE DAY CELEBRATION - 2021
IEEE DAY QUEST

NOT TIC TAC TOE 

The IEEE day QUEST EVENT 3 of IEEE KSIT was held on 23rd October
2021.The last and final event for the day was NOT TIC TAC TOE. In
this event the top 2 performed team from event 2 were
participating. 

In this event the teams were given option to select any X or O. The IEEE Execom
members were placed in all 9 blocks of TIC TAC TOE and given with a question
each. The teams had to select a block and answer the question in that block
otherwise would get a chance to act out a word to their team mates .If the team
gets it right ,that block would turn to their symbol or else to the other team’s
symbol. Whoever gets the row or column with their symbols first wins. Finally,
the event came to an end with a team who won and got IEEE vouchers. All the
participants from all 3 events were given with participation certificates. 



VALEDICTORY FUNCTION-2021 

The Valedictory function of IEEE KSIT was held on 23rd October 2021. Dr. Dilip Kumar K,
Principal and Director, KSIT and Dr. P N Sudha, Professor and Head, ECE, KSIT presided
over the function. While addressing the gathering, Dr. Dilip Kumar K welcomed all the
participants and enlightened them about the importance of co-curricular activities
along with the academic schedule.

Later,  Jayasudha B S K, Assistant Professor, ECE, KSIT addressed the gathering by
briefing about the benefits of being a part of IEEE and activities conducted by
IEEE. This was followed by a talk and presentation by Charan Yellanki, Alumni,
Ex Chair, IEEE, KSIT briefed about several events and activities organized by the
IEEE EXECOM 2020. 

Further, the winners of the IEEE day quest were acknowledged by the Principal
with certificates and IEEE vouchers. The Principal also presented the ex EXECOM
members with the Certificate of Appreciation and mementos, for their immense
effort and valuable support to successfully conduct the events of IEEE, KSIT in
the year 2019-20. 

Following this, with Dr. Jayasudha B S K as
the speaker, the occasion was graced by
the EXECOM-2020 members handing over
the responsibilities to the current
EXECOM-2021, to move forward and lead
the organization to a grand success.
Finally, the event came to an end by a
vote of thanks to all the Alumni of IEEE
EXECOM, KSIT, The Principal, The Hod of
Electronics and Communications
Engineering, the professors, and the IEEE
members for their immense support in
making the event, a grand success. 



CAREERS IN SPACE SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY

IEEE EVENT 2, talk on Careers in space and technology, was held on 29th November,
2021. Dr. P.N. Sudha, HOD, ECE and Mr. Santosh Kumar, Professor, ECE, welcomed our
guests Sri V. Ramachandra and Sri Akhil Mohan. 

Sri V. Ramachandra, Retd. Director, Launch
Vehicle Program, ISRO, spoke about the
organization and its centers across the
country. He briefed us about the space
systems and various kinds of satellite
launchers used over the years. He explained
about kinds of rocket propellant and
aerospace materials used and gave the
students an overview about how various
missions like Chandrayaan 1 and Mangalyaan
took place. Sri V. Ramachandra, Retd. Director,
Launch Vehicle Program, ISRO, spoke about the
organization and its centers across the
country. He briefed us about the space
systems and various kinds of satellite
launchers used over the years. 

 

He explained about kinds of rocket propellant and aerospace materials used and
gave the students an overview about how various missions like Chandrayaan 1 and
Mangalyaan took place. 



EUPHORIA 

IEEE KSIT, WIE KSIT and SPS KSIT in association with Department of
Electronics and Communication organized IEEE Mega event “EUPHORIA”
on 11th February 2022. 

AI&ML HOD Ram Rastogi and Joy Prabhakaran sir inaugurated the
event and welcomed all the participants and wished them best
for participating. About 95 students participated in the event.
The event was divided into two phases. The first phase had
QUALIFIER Rounds ,it included three rounds. Points from each
round were considered to decide the qualifying teams for the
final round of first phase . 

The first round was “FUN QUIZ” , it was a quiz round held at ECE
seminar hall, there were about 30questions to answer by
participants. The event went for an about an hour from 1:30
-2:30 pm. 
The second round was “RED LIGHT AND GREEN LIGHT” which was
played in quadrangle. Here top 20 were selected for the final
round.



EUPHORIA 

The final event of second phase was “CHEF MATE” .about 15
students had participated in this event. It was a fun filled
event where the participants had prepared mouthwatering
dishes to win the hearts of the judges.We got really good
feedback from the students and the faculty members who were
part of the event . The event was successfully conducted and
the winners of each phase were announced and awarded by our
ECE department HOD PN Sudha and IEEE chair Santosh Kumar

And the third round was “INFINITE HUNT”. This round was pumped up with a
combination of clues hidden in different premises of the college. Each clue
had to be decoded by the team and solved to get the consecutive clues to
reach the destination, to finally collect the treasure. The top 1 team who
reached the destination first were awarded as the winner. Meanwhile the
second phase events were conducted in the morning session after the
inauguration. The first event was “WHAT IF”. Here the students had to come up
with the innovative ideas and give a talk for about 2 minutes. about 15
students had participated in this event. The best presentation was awarded
as the winner



Talk on "Power of Well-Being" 

Talk on "Power of Well-Being & Mindfulness - A Negative Mind Will Never Give You a
Positive Health and Life "by Dr. Priyanga P, Assistant Professor, Dept. of CSE, RVITM,
was conducted by KSIT in association with and 1EEE-WIE under Anti Sexual Harassment
(ASH) committee, KSIT as per VTU notification dated 21/7/2017 with Ref:VTU/BGMICC/2017-
18/3118 on 10th March 2022 for "' students of all branches. This was an event of one
hour. 

To acquire knowledge of negative impact of stress 
 • To manage the Healthy life style by the participants
 • To know the proper food Habits
 • To explore the importance of Exercise. 



WOMEN’S DAY CELEBRATION – 2022 

EVENT DATE: 11-03-2022
 EVENT VENUE :Quadrangle 
ATTENDIES : IEEE Staff Execom, Teaching Staff and Non-Teaching
Staff.
 IEEE WIE KSIT organized women’s day celebration on 11th March
2022. The event started at 12:30 PM , All the teaching and non-
teaching staff were a part of that. IEEE execom members
organized various games and competitions such as Rangoli,
Cooking without fire, T20 Eating, Blow and blast and Fashion
Show for the teaching and non-teaching women staff of the
college. Prizes were distributed to the winners of the
competitions and the event was successfully completed by 4:00
PM .



3 days FDP on OUTCOME BASED
Education 

Three Days Faculty Development Programme on "OUTCOME BASED EDUCATION" organized in
association with IEEE KSIT SB, IEI, IETE and CSI from 17th to 19th March 2022 and the program
begins with inauguration function on Thursday, 17th March 2022 at 9.00am in Conference Hal,
KSIT .The Program inaugurated by Chief Guest Dr. S. Bhaskar Head-Office of PG Studies
Kumaraguru College of Technology, Coimbatore and graced by Sri.R.Rajagopal Naidu, President,
Kammavari Sangham, Sri. R. Leela Shankar Rao, Hon. Secretary, Kammavari Sangham, Sri.T.
Neerajakshulu Naidu, Treasurer, Kammavari Sangham .The function was presided by Dr. K.V.A
Balaji CEO, KSGI, Dr. Dilip Kumar K, Principal / Director KSIT, Dr. P. N. Sudha, Prof & HOD-ECE, Chief
Coordinator .There were 90 Participants from KSIT as well as KSSEM. 



3 days STP on " CAPACITY
BUILDING" 

Three Days Staff training Program on "CAPACITY BUILDING" organized in association with IEEE
Bangalore section, IEI, IETE and CSI from 4th' to 6th' April 2022 and the program begins with
inauguration function on Monday, 4th April 2022 at 9.3Oam in Seminar Hall, KSIT .The Program
inaugurated by Chief Guest Dr.V.Raghu, Principal, Silicon City College of Management &
Commerce, Bangalore and graced by Sri.R.Rajagopal Naidu, President, (kammavariSangham,
Kammavari Sangham, Sri.T. Neerajakshulu Naidu, Treasurer, (kammavari Sangham .The function
was presided by Dr. K.V.A Balaji CEO, KSGI, Dr.Dilip Kumar K, Principal / Director ,KSIT, Dr.M.
Umashankar Prof & HOD-ME , Chief Coordinator .There were 36 Participants from  various
departments   of KSIT.



INNOVACEEEA 5.0 
IEEE KSIT, WIE KSIT and SPS KSIT in association with Department of Electronics and
Communication organized IEEE Mega event “INNOVACEEEA 5.0” on 22 April 2022. On 18th April
there was banner launch program to make the beginning of Innovaceeea. 

Principal Dr. Dileep Kumar K and CEO Dr. K.V.A Balaji
inaugurated the event and welcomed all the
participants and wished them best for
participating. About 55 teams each of 3 members
participated in the event. The event was divided into
two phases. The first phase was the QUALIFIER
ROUNDS it included three rounds. Points from all the
rounds were considered to decide the qualifying
teams for the next phase.

The first round was “OH THAT AH!” , it was a quiz round held at conference Hall,
there were about 15 questions to answer by participants. The event went for an
about an hour and 30 minutes from 9:30 -11:00 am.

The second round was “SKRIBBL” which was played on scribble.io platform where the
participants had to guess the custom word which will be drawn in the other
participants. 

 the third round was “EARWORM” , here the participants had to guess the missing
lyrics of the song from the clues given to them. Each team was given 5 questions and
teams scored based on the no. of questions and the time taken to finish them.

As a part of the Mega event there was a Flash mob before the second Phase of the
event commenced. Meanwhile the teams which were qualifying for the next rounds
were announced on the KSIT IEEE Instagram page. 



INNOVACEEEA 5.0 
The second phase was the FINAL ROUNDS it included three rounds.

The first final round was “MARIO RUN”. Here, there are three obstacles which are
supposed to be faced by each of the members in the team. The first member of the
team will pass through the first obstacle, which is to balance a ping pong ball on a
plate and walk along a zig-zag line. After the player successfully passes through
the first obstacle, the second player moves forward to the next phase, where the
player is expected to eat biscuits without using their hands and drink a glass of
water using the straw. Once, this obstacle is cleared, the third player is expected
to move forward and solve a picture puzzle as soon as possible

The final round was “Pirates of KSIT”, for which the top 6 teams were selected. This
round was pumped up with a combination of clues hidden in different premises of the
college. Each clue had to be decoded by the team and solved to get the consecutive
clues to reach the destination, to finally collect the treasure. The top two teams
who reached the destination were awarded as the winner and the runner. IEEE
Certificates were given to all the participants.



5K Marathon – KSGI PARISARA 
Department of Electrinics and Communication in association with IEEE, WIE & SPS, KSIT
organized a 5K marathon “ KSGI PARISARA” on 4 th June 2022, sponsored by Gold’s gym. This
marathon is a short awareness program to Save Environment From the 2nd week of May,
the campaigning for marathon had begun to make our fellow students of KSGI aware of
the upcoming big event. The registrations began soon after the campaigning, thereby
making an amazingly enthusiastic crowd. All the participants were given a sweatshirt
for the marathon. 

On the marathon day, all the participants assembled at the quadrangle of KSIT at
6:00AM. The runners comprised of KSGI students and staff, with several people from
Gold’s gym as well. The bibs were distributed to every participant. The participants
were then prepped up for the marathon with some warm-up. Dr. Dilip Kumar,
Principal, KSIT, Sri. R Rajagopal Naidu, President, KSGI and Sri. Leela Shankar Rao, Hon.
Secretary, KSGI and Sri. T. Neerajakshulu, Treasurer, KSGI inaugurated the marathon
by giving a good start to the students..

The run started from KSIT for 5kms, with 5 stalls in total, at every 1km. Each stall
was provisioned with glucose, water, and first-aid kits, to boost the runners up and
to assist them throughout the run.



The volunteers and coordinators played a very important role in ensuring a smooth
flow of the entire run. There were volunteers who were leading the marathon on
their vehicles to assist the runners along the track, and few at the back to ensure
that the participants were moving forward, and few back and – forth to assist the
runners with a comfortable and a safe run. 

After a successful completion of the
marathon, buses were arranged for the
runners to bring them back to the college.
Once the all the participants returned to the
college, breakfast was offered to all.  

Further, in the presence of our principal, HOD and
other privileged staff and people, the winners
and runners of the marathon were awarded with
their mementos and certificates. All the
enthusiastic participants were presented
e participation certificates and medals for their
successful completion of the 5k marathon. 



ENVIRONMENTAL DAY-2022
 

World environment day is celebrated on June 5 every year and this day is
commemorated to raise awareness about environmental issues, the increasingly
deteriorating conditions, climate change etc. This day acts as a reminder to people
to be more considerate and aware of the Earth’s existing conditions, in terms of the
environment
All the volunteers took part in the event for celebrating environmental day
organized by KSIT NSS unit. They planted several saplings of different kinds.
Students from all the semester came up front as a joint force to save mother
Earth and to preserve and raise awareness about the deteriorating environmental
conditions. The event went on successfully.
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